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SGS-NOGS Joint November Luncheon Presentation

CO2-Enhanced Oil Recovery Program in Citronelle
Field, Southwest Alabama
Presented by
Jack Pashin
Director, Energy Investigations Program, Geological Survey of Alabama

Abstract
Citronelle Field is developed at the crest of Citronelle Dome, which is a giant saltcored anticline in the eastern Mississippi Interior Salt Basin of southwest
Alabama. More than 169 million barrels of 42-46° gravity oil have been produced
from the Lower Cretaceous Donovan Sand in Citronelle Field. Production has
declined significantly, but CO2-enhanced recovery operations have strong
potential to revitalize the field. Citronelle Dome is located near a major coal-fired
power plant, and major capacity exists for the sequestration of CO2 emissions
from the power plant in saline reservoirs between the Donovan Sand and the
Cretaceous chalk of the Selma Group.
Citronelle Dome is an elliptical structure in plan view that forms a simple four-way
structural closure with limbs dipping less than 3°. The Donovan oil accumulation
is sealed by a thick succession of shale and anhydrite with the oil-water contact
being more than 100 feet above the structural spill point of the dome. The
Donovan Sand is extremely heterogeneous and contains a multitude of oil
accumulations in stacked marginal-marine sandstone bodies. The thickness of
individual pay zones typically ranges from 2 to 25 feet. Individual sandstone
bodies are aggradational deposits, and the Donovan interval can be subdivided
into two retrogradational sequence sets. Approximately 37 percent of the original
oil in place has been recovered by primary and secondary methods, and CO2enhanced oil recovery has the potential to increase reserves by up to 20 percent.
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Abstract, continued
A 5-spot well pattern in the northeastern part of Citronelle Field is being developed for a pilot program
in which 15,000 tons of CO2 will be injected. Injection will take place simultaneously into two
sandstone units and will be performed as a water-alternating-gas (WAG) program. The injection well
is located in a thin area in the two target sandstone units, and the thickest pay sections are in the
eastern part of the well pattern. CO2 will be injected in two slugs of 7,500 tons, and baseline reservoir
simulations indicate that this injection will result in a nearly four-fold increase of the oil production rate
in the pilot area. Based on modeling results, continuous injection of 115 kilotons of CO2 will maximize
sweep of the pilot area and can potentially increase the maximum oil production rate of the 5-spot
pattern from less than 40 to nearly 600 barrels per day.

Speaker Biography
Jack Pashin is director of the Energy Investigations Program of the Geological Survey of Alabama.
He received a Ph.D. in Geology from the University of Kentucky in 1990. His primary research focus
is petroleum geology, coal geology, and carbon sequestration. Dr. Pashin has published extensively
and has received numerous awards for his research. He currently serves on the editorial boards of
the AAPG Bulletin and the International Journal of Coal Geology and is Vice Chair of the Coal
Geology Division of the Geological Society of America.
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President’s Corner

by Tim Maciejewski

Dear SGS members,
Every year at the SEG, the local societies can send representatives to the Council meeting. At
this meeting, several proposals are voted on that could affect you. I would like to briefly highlight
the major proposals.
1. The SEG would like to increase the dues by 15$ per year to account for the devaluation of
the dollar since the last price increase. This will raise the membership cost to 90$ per
year. They will also tie future cost increases to inflation without a vote of the Council.
2. Incorporate a new class SEG membership called Junior Membership. These will be precollege students interested in Geologic sciences, but not yet eligible for student
membership.
3. The SEG would like to waive the reference requirements for folks who have more then
eight years of Associate membership who want to transfer to Active membership. This will
expedite and simplify the transfer process.
4. Elimination of the Global membership. Global members will be transferred to Associate
status. A fund will be set up to cover the cost of membership for those folks who can not
afford to pay their tiered dues rate.
One other item of interest is from the Governance Review Committee (GRC). The GRC
concludes that the Council (currently the Executive Committee members of the local societies
make up the Council) has not functioned properly in several years due to the number of local
societies and the percentage of these societies who show up at the yearly meetings. At any
given meeting, there is not a true quorum of voting members. The GRC has proposed to replace
the Council with a Board of Directors made up of 18 members ( 12 District Representatives and 6
globally elected officers ). The Board or Directors will act as a go-between from the local
societies and the SEG. This board will meet one or more times per year, at member expense, to
discuss and change SEG policies.
How responsive will this Board of Directors be to the issues of the local societies? Where are the
Districts? Who will run for this new Board? There are many questions that I would like to ask
first.
Have a safe Halloween!
Best Regards,
Tim M…
SGS President
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1st Vice President’s Corner

Eric Zimmerman

We’re Bridging the Gap
As the local industry continues to spread, the SGS continues to try to keep up. To this end, we
have scheduled our first meeting that will take place on the Northshore for our regular March
meeting. Furthermore, we are looking to do the meeting in the morning time as a breakfast
meeting, to give an opportunity to people working on the Northshore and commuters traveling
from the north to south to catch the meeting before they go to work. We hope this effort gives us
an opportunity to reach more of our population but we also hope people from the south make it to
the meeting and also people from the north to make it to the south for regularly scheduled
meetings in downtown New Orleans.
When looking at a graph of Chevron and Shell (the two largest companies in our area)
participation in meetings over the last several months, it seems that we need to do more to
enable portions of our membership to participate in meetings. We hope that with a combination
of joint society meetings coming up, interesting speakers on the schedule, and a mix of
Northshore and Southshore meetings we can continue to attract geophysicists and geologists
from across the region to participate in events. The attendance of close to 100 people at the
recent SPE dinner meeting in Mandeville on October 22nd should encourage us that by finding the
right mix of time, place, and program we can continue to meet our charge of providing a forum for
introduction to technology, trends, and experience in an interesting and enjoyable setting.
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2008-09 SGS Luncheon Speaker Schedule
Date

Speaker

Sponsor

11-Dec

David Connolly, dgb
Seitel
Kyle Metz, LSU
Detection fault related hydrocarbon pathways in seismic data: Implication for fault,
seal, pressure, and charge prediction

8-Jan

Peter Duncan, Microseismic
Diversified Well Logging
Aggressively passive: Microseismic opportunities over an oilfield’s life

12-Feb

TBA

12-Mar

Mark Miyaoka, Rock Solid Images

CGV

Student Poster

Holy Cross Students
( NEW -- Northshore Breakfast Meeting! )

October Luncheon
Student Posters
Molecular clocks hint at hidden diversity of marine fauna in the Paleozoic and Mesozoic
Tabitha Watson, Tulane University
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Student Posters

Continued

Development of a Borehole Log Signature for Oceanic Anoxic Events
Asani Brewton, University of New Orleans
ABSTRACT
Oceanic anoxic events (OAEs) are periods in Earth’s history when oceans became depleted in
dissolved oxygen on a global basis. These periods are characterized by the deposition of finegrained, organic-rich sediments. The OAEs are of interest because the high organic content of
these rocks makes them ideal hydrocarbon source rocks, and they represent the Earth under
“green house” conditions, which can provide valuable insight to trigger mechanisms for global
warming. The Oceanic Drilling Program (ODP) has drilled through OAEs in a number of areas
worldwide. Sediments deposited during OAEs were examined at eight of these locations. This
project attempts to identify a characteristic signature within ODP borehole logs from known OAE
sections using logging and core data. Logging data includes gamma ray and spectral gamma ray,
bulk density, neutron porosity, sonic and resistivity logs. Core data includes core photographs,
visual descriptions, and results from carbon analysis. The value in developing an OAE signature
lies in the ability to apply it in situations where coring is prohibitively expensive. The general
signature that was identified is an increase in gamma ray values, especially as a result of
increased uranium, an increase sonic values, and decrease in bulk density and neutron porosity.
No signature is seen in the resistivity logs. This signature did not apply to all OAEs examined.
The inability to define a signature likely lies in the variation in lithologies within which OAEs occur.

ODP Hole 198 1207B; well log response through OAE1A.
Thick dark orange lines across logs indicate the upper
and lower boundaries of sediments associated with OAE1A.
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October Luncheon
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Southeastern
Geophysical
Society
Fall Social and Membership Drive
st

Friday, October 31 , 2008
(Halloween)
11:30 am – 2:30 pm

225 Decatur Street
New Orleans, La
RSVP by 10/22/08
Email: wreid@new-orleans.westerngeco.slb.com
For the cost of membership, join us in the Voodoo Garden for
food, fun, and drinks. The party is on us if you have already
renewed your membership. Come & be part of a great Society.
SGS Membership and Fall Social:
$20.00
SGS Members 2008 – 2009: FREE

Laissez Les Bons Temps Rouler
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100 NorthPark Blvd
Covington, LA 70433
(985) 773-6000
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Bring Your Reservoir Into Focus.

The latest 3DVSP technology from Baker Atlas and VSFusion
focuses on providing you with the best structural image of your reservoir.
The industry’s most experienced experts focus on designing surveys that
deliver the results you must have.
Our DPFASM (Deep Penetrating Focused ArraySM) patented source, tuned specifically
for high-resolution VSP surveys, when combined with the 32+ level digital receiver
produces the best survey data.

For more information, visit our website www.bakerhughes.com
© 2007 Baker Hughes Incorporated.

In addition, our VS3 processing package optimizes the velocity model while
our 3C-3D Vector Migration focuses precisely on the location of each reflection
point, ensuring you receive the most accurate structural image possible.
Why wouldn’t you want the best structural image available?
…for planning your next well, for greater confidence in your reserve calculations,
for reducing your risk, for the accuracy of your reservoir characterization, for…

A Baker Hughes - CGGVeritas Company

T h e
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Garden Banks Narrow Azimuth

10:11
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Garden Banks Fast-Trax Wide Azimuth

For a superior image just say WAZ!
Allow us to widen your perspective with Garden Banks WAZ data. The WAZ imaging
difference couldn’t be clearer. Fast-Trax data is now available.

DATA LIBRARY WITH A DIFFERENCE

Contact:
CGGVeritas Marine Data Library
+1 832 351 8501

cggveritas.com

By the time you read this ad,
this map will be out of date.
Louisiana

Texas

Gulf of Mexico

Because our crews are acquiring data every day, all day
to expand Fairfield’s 3D data base.
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High Island (69)
30,000’ offsets
11 second records

High Island East (70)
30,000’ offsets
11 second records

Future Acquisition Areas
30,000’ offsets
11 second records

Visit www.fairfield.com to view Fairfield’s multi-client coverage of 3D GOM data.

FAIRFIELD
I N D U S T R I E S

Houston
281/275-7500
New Orleans 985/626-1400
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PGS.
Clearly Better.
Crystal I

Crystal continues...
Wide Azimuth Multi-Client 3D

» 580 deepwater Gulf of Mexico blocks
» Ramform technology and efficiency advantages
» Proven portfolio of Wide Azimuth
data processing technologies

Crystal II

» Full Azimuth Tomography
» 3DSRME
» Pre-stack Depth Migration
» Kirchhoff
» WEM
» Beam
» RTM

Oslo
Tel: 47-67-52-6400
Fax: 47-67-52-6464

London
Tel: 44-1932-260-001
Fax: 44-1932-266-465

Houston
Tel: 1-281-509-8000
Fax: 1-281-509-8500

Singapore
Tel: 65-6735-6411
Fax: 65-6735-6413

A Clearer Image

www.pgs.com

GPI continues to expand our 3-D database in the Gulf
Coast to include onshore, state waters, along with Federal
shelf and deep water Gulf of Mexico.
Larry Galloway
Phone: 985-727-6720
Email: larry@geopursuit.com
Web: www.geopursuit.com
NEW ORLEANS . 985-727-6720 . 2895 Highway 190, Suite 227Mandeville, LA 70471
HOUSTON . 713-529-3000 . 3501 Allen Parkway . Houston, TX 77019
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Southeastern Geophysical Society
Membership Application
Fiscal Year
June 1, 2008 - May 31, 2009

Member Information
F New Member

The SGS is considering publishing an annual directory in a
"Members only" portion of our website. Please check the
applicable box below.

F Renewing Member
F Business

F Home F Both F Do not List

NAME
Last

First

M.I.

Professional Memberships:
SEG Status?
F Active
F Associate
F Student
F Not a member
Others:
______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Undergraduate/Graduate Schools: BA/BS: ______________________________________
MA/MS: ________________________________Other: ____________________________
F Check here if you prefer to receive your newsletter on paper and specify to which address below.

Business Address

F check here if this is your preferred mailing address

Company
Address
Phone
E-Mail

Fax

Home Address

F check here if this is your preferred mailing address

Address
Phone
E-Mail
Spouse's Name

Fax

Dues are $20 for Active and Associate Members and
$10 for students. Please make checks payable to SGS
and mail to:

Office Use Only
Cash _____________________

Secretary
P.O. Box 57141
New Orleans, LA 70157-7141

Southeastern Geophysical Society

Check No. ________________
Date Paid ________________
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Advertiser Index
TGS
SEI
Chevron
Baker-Hughes
CGGVeritas
Fairfield
PGS
Eni
Geophysical Pursuit
Shell
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S.G.S. Executive Committee
SGS Company Representatives:
PRESIDENT – Tim Maciejewski
Chevron USA Production Company
(985) 773-6148
tim.m@chevron.com
1st VICE PRESIDENT & UNIV LIAISON – Eric Zimmerman
LLOG Exploration
(985) 801-4338
ericz@llog.com
2nd VICE PRESIDENT – William Reid
WesternGeco
(504) 592-5435
wreid@new-orleans.westerngeco.slb.com
SECRETARY – Wayne Cook
Seitel Data, Ltd.
(504) 582-2290
wcook@seitel-inc.com
TREASURER – Rod Stafford
Chevron USA Production Company
(985) 773-6122
rstafford@chevron.com
EDITOR – Ken Reynolds
Chevron USA Production Company
(985) 773-6288
kreynolds@chevron.com
PAST PRESIDENT – Toby Roesler
Eni Petroleum
(504) 593-7937
toby.roesler@enipetroleum.com
PRIOR PAST PRESIDENT
Richard Fossier
CGGVeritas
(832) 351-8939
richard.fossier@cggveritas.com
WEBMASTER
Richard Mongan
Chevron
(832) 854-5725
richard.mongan@chevron.com
OUTREACH
Lisa Dwyer Kennedy
Minerals Management Service
(504) 736-2794
lisa.kennedy@mms.gov

Southeastern Geophysical Auxiliary Officers
President- Rosemary Austin …………….……...…..... (504) 737-9697
Vice President – Glenda Evans
Secretary - Claudia Marquis
Treasurer – Claire LaPointe
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